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What is ocean tidal loading?
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Ocean tidal loading



Tidal constituents - many tides
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OTL models

Model of ocean tidal loading

Earth model Ocean tide model



GNSS - Global Navigation Satellite System
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Aims for the master thesis

1. Observe OTL with GNSS

2. Compare observations to 4 OTL models



Results



Observed OTL amplitude, M2 constituent



Summary of results

● Similar results in all 4 OTL models

● GNSS observations are useful for evaluation of OTL models (lunar tides)
○ The difference between models and GNSS observations is 0-2 mm

○ The mean uncertainty is 0.4 mm

● Perturbations are a problem in solar tides

● Adjustments to Earth models could improve OTL predictions

● OTL measurements might be usable for testing Earth models



Ocean tidal loading: amplitude and phase

How many mm does 
the crust move?

When does the effect 
happen?



Difference between observation and model

Total difference in mm



Difference between observation and model

Total difference in mm Phase difference



Why is this important?

● GNSS is a powerful tool for geodetic measurements

● OTL models are used in high accuracy GNSS measurements
○ To remove OTL effects

○ To create accurate data used in position determination



Questions/discussion



Mean amplitude difference for our 4 models

⇒ Similar performance in all 4 models



Absolute differenceAmplitude of difference

Best amp. diff. 
= 0-2 mm

Mean/median σ = 0.4 mm



Absolute difference Relative differenceAmplitude of difference

Best amp. diff. 
= 0-2 mm

Mean/median σ = 0.4 mm



Absolute difference Relative differenceAmplitude of difference

Best amp. diff. 
= 0-2 mm

Mean/median σ = 0.4 mm

● GNSS observations are useful for 

evaluation of OTL models

● The difference between models 

and observations is 0-2 mm



Autocovariance of residual time series

Periodic signal at 12 and 24 h in most sites

⇒ Solar driven perturbations



Autocovariance of residual time series

Periodic signal at 12 and 24 h in most sites

⇒ Solar driven perturbations
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● Changes to the tidal analysis to reduce solar 

driven perturbations are needed
























